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Ben Rudd’s Stone Hut Site: June 1931 & September 2017
Benjamin Rudd was a Dunedin gardener and farmer around the turn of the twentieth century. He owned a property at the top of Rudd Road from 1890 until 1919. After a short spell in the city, he moved to a property on the
north side of Flagstaff, where he lived in his little stone hut from 1921 until his death in March 1930.
The first photo shown here is a rarely published photo of Ben Rudd’s stone hut after his death. The photo is
captioned as ‘Lunch at Ben Rudd’s Hut, June 1931’. As the Otago Tramping Club party are noted as having
lunch, this rules out the Saturday trips (these normally were shorter walks, departing from 2pm onwards). The
most likely date for this trip therefore is June 7th, 1931 (Craiglowan Falls via Ben Rudd’s Hut).
The Otago Tramping Club acquired Ben Rudd’s property in 1946. One thing that we don’t believe is known is
what happened to the property between 1930 and 1946. Given the problem that Ben Rudd had with trespassers
it is likely his stone hut did not last too long, although the June 1931 photo shows the hut in pretty good condition 15 months following his death.
The second hut on the site was built by the club not long after acquiring the property, initially as a base for ski
trips over Flagstaff (the big snows of 1939 and 1946 seemed to stop with the building of the hut). This hut suffered much vandalism over the years, prompting it’s replacement with the current concrete shelter in the 1970’s.
The OTC built Green Peak Hut in the Silver Peaks in 1933, and the focus for club trips shifted more to that area.
It is not recorded if the 1935 Flagstaff fires reached or affected Ben Rudd’s hut site. These four separate fires
spread over 4 miles and required Ashburn Hall to be evacuated.
Today the site remains a firm link right back to the first few weeks of the Otago Tramping Club in September
1923, when club members first encountered the ‘short, stocky man with the shotgun!’
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